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Abstract

We consider the problem of periodic graph exploration by a finite automaton in which an
automaton with a constant number of states has to explore all unknown anonymous graphs of
arbitrary size and arbitrary maximum degree. In anonymous graphs, nodes are not labeled but
edges are labeled in a local manner (called local orientation) so that the automaton is able to
distinguish them. Precisely, the edges incident to a node v are given port numbers from 1 to
dv, where dv is the degree of v.

Periodic graph exploration means visiting every node infinitely often. We are interested in
the length of the period, i.e., the maximum number of edge traversals between two consecutive
visits of any node by the automaton in the same state and entering the node by the same
port. This problem is unsolvable if local orientations are set arbitrarily. Given this impossibility
result, we address the following problem: what is the mimimum function π(n) such that there
exist an algorithm for setting the local orientation, and a finite automaton using it, such that
the automaton explores all graphs of size n within the period π(n)?

The best result so far is the upper bound π(n) ≤ 10n, by Dobrev et al. [SIROCCO 2005],
using an automaton with no memory (i.e. only one state). In this paper we prove a better
upper bound π(n) ≤ 4n. Our automaton uses three states but performs periodic exploration
independently of its starting position and initial state.

1 Introduction

The task of visiting all nodes is fundamental when searching for data in a network. The specific
case of periodic exploration is particularly useful for network maintenance, where every node has to
be regularly checked. In this paper we consider the task of periodic exploration, in which a mobile
entity, or robot, has to periodically visit every node of an unknown graph.

We assume that the graph is anonymous, i.e., the nodes are unlabeled. Note that node labels
would not help much the robot anyway because, as we will see later, it is modeled as a finite
automaton, and thus is unable to store even a single node label. To enable the robot to distinguish
the different edges incident to a node, edges at a node v are assigned port numbers in {1, . . . , dv}
in a one-to-one manner, where dv is the degree of node v. Such port-numbering is called a local
orientation.

The robot is modeled by a deterministic finite automaton. More precisely, we consider Mealy
automata. A Mealy automaton has a transition function f and a finite number of states. If the
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automaton enters a node of degree d through port i, in state s, then it switches to state s′ and
exits the node through port i′, with f(s, i, d) = (s′, i′). Since the transition function takes as input
a port number, we say that the automaton is on an edge e towards the extremity v of e or, in short,
is on (e, v). Such a pair is called a position.

We consider the problem of periodic graph exploration where the finite automaton has to
explore any unknown anonymous connected graph of arbitrary size and arbitrary maximum degree.
Periodically exploring a graph means visiting every node infinitely often. We are interested in the
length of the period, i.e., the maximum number of edge traversals between two consecutive visits
of any node by the automaton in the same configuration (i.e., same position and same state).
Budach [5] proved that no finite automaton can explore all graphs if the local orientation is given
by an adversary. Given this impossibility result, we address the following problem:

Problem. What is the mimimum function π(n) such that there exist an algorithm for setting the
local orientation, and a finite automaton using it, such that the automaton explores all graphs of
size n within the period at most π(n)?

Dobrev et al. [11] presented a port-numbering algorithm, and an automaton using it, achieving a
period of at most 10n for graphs of size n. Hence π(n) ≤ 10n. The main advantage of their approach
is that their automaton is ultimately simple: it is oblivious (i.e. it uses only one state). Indeed their
automaton uses the so-called right-hand-on-the-wall walk defined by f(s, i, d) = (s, (i mod d) + 1).
Using an oblivious automaton naturally solves the problem of setting the initial state. However,
the good performance of the automaton in [11] relies on the fact that the agent must start the
exploration by the edge with port number 1.

In this paper we prove that π(n) ≤ 4n − 2. Our automaton is not oblivious but has only three
states. Moreover, it performs periodic exploration independently from its starting position and
initial state. Our port-numbering algorithm is based on a spanning tree of the graph and can be
easily implemented in a distributed environment, and extended to dynamic networks.

1.1 Related work

Exploration of unknown environments have been extensively studied in the literature (cf. [20, 22]).
The environment can be modeled using geometry as a plan with obstacles or as a graph. In the
latter case, moves are restricted to the edges of the graph. The graph setting can be further specified
in two different ways. In [4, 9, 14, 18] the robot explores strongly connected directed graphs and it
can move only in the head-to-tail direction of an edge, not vice-versa. In [5, 10, 12, 13, 16, 21, 24]
the explored graph is undirected and the robot can traverse edges in both directions. Again two
different assumptions are used in the literature: it is either assumed that nodes of the graph have
unique labels which the robot can recognize (as in, e.g., [9, 13, 21]), or it is assumed that nodes are
anonymous (as in, e.g., [4, 5, 12, 24]). We are concerned with the latter context.

It is often assumed that the robot has an unlimited amount of memory to perform his task.
In this paper, we are interested in robots using very little memory. More precisely we want the
robots to have only a constant number of memory bits. A very natural model in this case is the
finite automaton. Budach [5] proved that no finite automaton can explore all graphs. Rollik [24]
proved that even a finite team of finite automata cannot explore all planar cubic graphs. This
result is improved in [7], in which the authors introduced an even more powerful machine, called
the JAG, for Jumping Automaton for Graphs. A JAG is a finite team of finite automata that can
permanently cooperate and that can use “teleportation” to move from their current location to the
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location of any other automaton. Cook and Rackoff [7] proved that no JAG can explore all graphs.
It was proved later in [19] that an automaton requires at least n states to explore all graphs of size
n. Reingold [23] proved a very challenging result stating that SL = L by providing a log-space
algorithm solving the USTCON problem. A consequence of his work is the existence of a robot
with O(log n) bits performing exploration in n-node graphs, matching the lower bound of Ω(log n)
bits in [19].

Several papers investigated graph exploration in which nodes of the graph are provided with a
whiteboard (as in, e.g., [1, 8, 18]). A whiteboard is a memory where the automaton can read, write
and erase information. Initially, all whiteboards are empty. In this setting, exploration requires at
least m edge traversals, where m is the number of edges in the graph, because any unexplored edge
may lead to an unexplored node. It is proved in [6] that there is an algorithm coloring the nodes
using only three colors, and a finite automaton using this coloring which can explore all graphs.
The traversal is of length approximately 20m. Other assumptions are used in the literature to
improve the performances of algorithms (see, e.g., [15, 17]).

In this paper we restrict attention to fully anonymous graphs: nodes are not labeled and not
colored, no whiteboard is provided, and the automaton is not allowed to use any marker on nodes
or edges. Having in mind the impossibility result of Budach [5], the only freedom is the setting
of the local orientation. This method is used by Dobrev et al. [11]. As stated before, the authors
presented a port-numbering algorithm, and an oblivious automaton using it, achieving a period of
at most 10n for graphs of size n.

Our work is also closely related to the reverse search algorithm [3]. In this paper, the authors
used the notion of finite local search. This is a function f assigning to any vertex v (but one, the
root r) a neighbor of v, such that f induces a spanning tree of the graph directed to r. In our
paper, we use an algorithm similar to the reverse search algorithm with the following function f :
f(u) = v if the port number leading from u to v is 1. However this function is defined for every
vertex (including the root), which requires a change in the algorithm to deal with this specificity.
Moreover the algorithm in [3] performs in O(m) edge traversals whereas the goal here is to use only
O(n) edge traversals.

1.2 Our results

Our main result is the design of a very simple algorithm for setting the local orientation of any graph
and the design of a 3-state automaton performing periodic exploration using the local orientation
computed by the algorithm. The periodic traversal of the agent is of length at most 4n− 2, where
n is the number of vertices of G. Hence π(n) ≤ 4n − 2. Moreover, the good performances of the
exploration do not depend on the initial state and starting position of the automaton.

Our port-numbering algorithm is based on computing a spanning tree of the graph and con-
structing the local orientation from this spanning tree. We prove that our labeling scheme can be
easily transformed in a distributed algorithm or used in a dynamic environment, answering open
problems stated in [11].

2 The port-numbering and the corresponding automaton

We first describe our algorithm computing the local orientation of the edges. This algorithm is
mainly based on coding a spanning tree of the graph by choosing the small port numbers for the
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edges of the spanning tree. More precisely, an edge belongs to the spanning tree if and only if at
least one of its two port numbers is 1. Moreover if at some node v an edge with port number i does
not belong to the spanning tree, then any edge with larger port number at v does also not belong
to the spanning tree. This is used by th automaton to avoid testing too many edges in its traversal.

Next, we will present a 3-state Mealy automaton that explores the constructed spanning tree
(plus some additionnal edges) in a DFS manner. Our automaton basically performs a right-hand-
on-the-wall traversal of the tree (i → (i mod d) + 1)) using port numbers to decide whether the
edge belongs to the spanning tree or not.

We will conclude this section by proving the correctness of our algorithm and of the correspond-
ing automaton.

2.1 Local orientation algorithm

Let G = (V, E) be a graph. Let us consider an arbitrary spanning tree T of G. Let F ⊆ E be the
set of edges of T . For any node v ∈ V , let Fv be the set of edges in F that are incident to v.

Definition 1 A local orientation of the edges of the graph G is compatible with a spanning tree
T = (V, F ) if and only if:

• for any edge e ∈ E, at least one of its two port numbers is 1 if and only if e ∈ F ;

• for any node v ∈ V , the edges in Fv have their port numbers from 1 to |Fv|.

We say that a local orientation of G is tree-oriented if there exists a spanning tree T of G such that
the local orientation is compatible with T .

Our algorithm, called Small-Ports, constructs local orientations that are tree-oriented. To
fix attention, the algorithm uses the following local orientation.

Algorithm Small-Ports:

1. Pick a rooted spanning tree T of G. Let r be its root.

2. For any node v 6= r, assign port number 1 to the edge of T leading toward the root. At r,
assign 1 to an arbitrary edge in Fr.

3. For any node v of G, assign arbitrarily port numbers from 2 to |Fv| to the remaining edges
of Fv, if any.

4. Finally, assign arbitrarily port numbers from |Fv|+1 to dv (the degree of v) to the edges that
have not yet assigned port numbers, if any.

Clearly this local orientation is compatible with T .

Remark 1 Small-Ports is very simple since it only requires the computation of a spanning tree
to set the local orientation. Moreover, many applications use a spanning tree as underlying structure
and in this case, Small-Ports gets the spanning tree for free. The performance and simplicity of
Small-Ports has to be compared with the ones of the algorithm presented in [11]. Small-Ports

performs in time O(m) whereas the algorithm in [11] performs in time O(n3).
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Remark 2 Consider a graph G and a tree-oriented local orientation of G. There is a unique
spanning tree T such that this local orientation is compatible with T . Namely, T is the tree composed
of the n− 1 edges of G that have at least one of their port numbers equal to 1. Moreover there exist
exactly two possible roots for T such that the local orientation can be obtained by running Algorithm
Small-Ports with this rooted spanning tree. These two roots are the two extremities of the unique
edge with both port numbers equal to 1.

2.2 Description of the exploring automaton

Our exploring automaton, called A, has three states: N (for Normal), T (for Test), and B (for
Backtrack). The transition function f of the automaton is defined as follows. Here d denotes the
degree of the current node, and i the incoming port number. (Recall that the second parameter
output by the transition function is the output port number.)

f(N, i, d) =

{

(N, 1) if i = d

(T, i + 1) if i 6= d

f(T, i, d) =







(N, 1) if i = 1 and d = 1
(T, i + 1) if i = 1 and d 6= 1
(B, i) if i 6= 1

f(B, i, d) = (N, 1)

Intuitively, the automaton traverses an edge in state N when it knows that the edge is in the
spanning tree, in state T when it does not know yet, and in state B when it knows that the edge
does not belong to the spanning tree. An example is given in Figure 1.

Input Output
step node state i d state port

Initialisation phase
1 b N 2 3 T 3
2 d T 2 (2) B 2
3 b B (2) (3) N 1

Exploration phase
1 a N 1 2 T 2
2 c T 1 3 T 2
3 d T 1 2 T 2
4 b T 3 (3) B 3
5 d B (2) (2) N 1
6 c N 2 3 T 3
7 b T 2 (3) B 2
8 c B (3) (3) N 1
9 a N 2 2 N 1
10 b N 1 3 T 2
11 c T 3 (3) B 3
12 b B (2) (3) N 1

a

dc

b1

2

1 2

2

3

1

1

2

3

Figure 1: The table on the left shows the exploration performed by the robot in the graph on the
right, starting in position ((c, b), b). Plain lines represent edges of the spanning tree.
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2.3 Correctness

Theorem 1 Let G be a graph of size n, with a tree-oriented local orientation. Start the automa-
ton A in an arbitrary state at any arbitrary position in the graph. After at most two steps, the
automaton enters a closed walk P and explores it forever. Moreover, P is of length at most 4n− 2
and contains all the nodes of G.

Proof. Let G be an arbitrary graph and let n be its number of nodes. Assume that the local
orientation is compatible with some spanning tree T . We first study the periodic behavior of the
automaton, and then the initial transient regime.

Let v be an arbitrary node of G, and let e be its incident edge with port number 1. The removal
of e in T results in two connected components (subtree). Let T ′ be the component containing v.
Finally, let n′ be the number of nodes of T ′.

Claim 1 If the automaton A enters v through port 1 in a state different from B, then it eventually
leaves v through port 1 in state N . Moreover, between these two events, it explores all nodes of T ′

in at most 4n′ − 2 edge traversals, and does not leave any node not in T ′ through port 1 during
those traversals.

We prove this by induction on the height h of T ′ rooted in v, i.e., the eccentricity of v in T ′.
The case h = 0 corresponds to v leaf of T . If v is also a leaf in G, then the automaton immediately
leaves v through port 1 in state N and the claim is proved. Therefore we assume that deg(v) > 1.
By hypothesis of the claim, the automaton enters v in state T or N . In both cases, it switches to
state T , and traverses the edge e′ of port number 2. v is a leaf of T and since e is in T , e′ is not.
Thus the port number of e′ at the other extremity is not equal to 1. Hence the automaton comes
back to v in state B, and finally leaves v through port 1 after 4 · 1 − 2 = 2 edge traversals, which
proves the basis of the induction.

Let us now consider the case h > 0. Let d be the degree of v. We have d 6= 1 because v is
incident to e and depth(T ′) > 0. For i ≥ 2, let vi be the node at the other extremity of the edge
ei with port number i at v. If ei is in T , then let Ti be the connected component of T ′ \ {ei}
containing vi. Finally, let p be the largest port number of an edge in T incident to v. We have
p ≥ 2 because v is not a leaf in T . By hypothesis of the claim, the automaton enters v in state T

or N . In both cases, it switches to state T , and traverses the edge e2 of port number 2. Assume
that the automaton leaves v through port i in state T , with 2 ≤ i ≤ p. It reaches node vi. By
induction hypothesis on h, the automaton eventually comes back from vi to v through port i, in
state N , after at most 4ni − 2 edge traversals. (Note that during these traversals, the automaton
may have visited nodes outside Ti but it never left these nodes through port 1.) If i 6= d, then the
automaton leaves v through port i + 1 in state T . Hence, the automaton successively explores the
subtrees Ti.

If p = d, then the automaton eventually leaves v through port 1 in state N after finishing the
exploration of Tp. If p < d, then the automaton takes the edge ep+1 in state T . Since ep+1 is not in
the tree T , the port number of ep+1 at the other extremity is not equal to 1. Thus the automaton
comes back to v in state B and finally leaves v through port 1 in state N . In both cases, it remains to
bound the number of edge traversals. The automaton traversed

∑p
i=2(4ni−2) = 4(n′−1)−2(p−1)

edges during the exploration of the subtrees Ti. It also traversed twice each edge ei, 2 ≤ i ≤ p.
Finally there are possibly two additional edge traversals, in the case p 6= d. To summarize, the
number of edge traversals is at most 4(n′ − 1) − 2(p − 1) + 2(p − 1) + 2 = 4n′ − 2. This concludes
the proof of the claim.
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We now use the previous claim to exhibit the closed path traversed periodically by the automa-
ton. There is a unique edge e = {v, v′} with both its port numbers equal to 1. Assume that the
automaton is at position (e, v) in state N . Applying the claim, the automaton explores the subtree
of T \ {e} rooted in v, comes back to v and goes at position (e, v′) in state N . Applying again the
claim, the automaton explores the subtree of T \ {e} rooted in v′, comes back to v′ and goes at
position (e, v) in state N . Therefore the automaton traverses a closed walk P of length at most
4n − 2 visiting all nodes of T , and thus of G.

It remains to prove that the automaton enters P after at most two edge traversals. The
automaton starts in an arbitrary state at an arbitrary position. By definition of the transition
function of the automaton, there are three cases:

• Case 1: the automaton leaves the node through port 1 in state N . This implies that the
automaton immediately enters the closed walk P .

• Case 2: the automaton leaves the node in state B. The next edge traversal is then along the
edge with port number 1, in state N . This implies that the automaton enters P during the
second traversal.

• Case 3: the automaton leaves the node v by edge e of port number i, with i ≥ 2, in state T .
Assume that either e is in T or e is the edge with the smallest port number that is not in T .
In this case the edge traversal is in the closed walk. If it is not the case, then the port number
j at the other extremity u of e is not equal to 1 because e is not in T . Hence the automaton
switches to state B at u, and comes back to v by e. Then, it leaves v through port 1 in state
N . This latter edge traversal is in P .

Finally, in all cases, the automaton enters the closed walk after at most two edge traversals. ¤

3 Additional properties

In the previous section, we presented a simple algorithm, using a spanning tree of the graph, to
set the local orientation of the edges, and a 3-state automaton that performs periodic exploration
in time at most 4n using this orientation, where n is the number of nodes of the explored graph.
We prove that thanks to the robustness and simplicity of our approach, it is possible to use our
algorithm in a distributed environment, and in dynamic networks.

3.1 The distributed variant

The distributed construction of a tree spanning an anonymous graph may be impossible if the
graph has symmetry. However this task is possible if a single node initiates it. In our setting, we
use the automaton to break the symmetry between nodes. The starting position of the automaton
is used as the distinguished node, that becomes the root of the spanning tree. This node will wake
up all the other nodes of the network by flooding. A node distinct from the root chooses his parent
as the node from which it received the wakeup message (ties are broken arbitrarily). Finally, the
technique described in Section 2.1 is used to set up the local orientation, based on the constructed
spanning tree.

More precisely, the distributed variant of our algorithm, called Distributed-Small-Ports,
proceeds as follows. At the beginning, only the node hosting the automaton is awake. This node
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is the root r of the future spanning tree. It starts the process by sending a “Hello” message to
all its neighbors. A node v, except the root, is said to be awake when it has received at least one
message. An awake node v chooses as parent the sender of the first message it has received. Ties
are broken arbitrarily. Finally v sends a “Parent” message to the neighbor choosen as its parent
and a “Hello” message to all its other neighbors.

When a node u has received a message from all its neighbors, it chooses the local orientation
as follows. Let p be the number of “Parent” messages node u has received.

• If u is the root, then it assigns arbitrarily port numbers from 1 to p to the p edges leading
to the senders of “Parent” messages. It assigns the remaining port numbers, if any, to the
remaining edges arbitrarily.

• If u is not the root, then it assigns port number 1 to the neighbor that was choosen as its
parent. Then it assigns arbitrarily port numbers from 2 to p+1 to the p edges leading to the
senders of a “Parent” message, if any. Finally it assigns the remaining port numbers, if any,
to the remaining edges arbitrarily.

Theorem 2 Algorithm Distributed-Small-Ports constructs a spanning tree of the graph and
sets a local orientation compatible with it, using 2m messages.

3.2 Exploration of dynamic networks

As proved in Theorem 1, the automaton periodically explores any graph in at most 4n steps,
whatever the starting position and the initial state are, provided that the local orientation is
compatible with some spanning tree of the graph. Therefore the automaton can be used in dynamic
networks under the unique constraint that the local orientation of the network remains tree-oriented
after every change.

We consider changes of the graph that keep it connected. A change of a graph can be decom-
posed in a sequence of the following basic changes.

• Addition of a new edge between two existing nodes;

• Addition of a new node, connected by a new edge to an existing node;

• Removal of an edge, without disconnecting the graph;

• Removal of a degree-1 node and of its unique incident edge.

Theorem 3 In the case of a removal of an edge belonging to the spanning tree of a n-node graph G,
Θ(n) modifications in the local orientation are necessary and sufficient to maintain it tree-oriented.
In all other cases, the update of the local orientation can be done locally with a constant number of
modifications.

Proof. Local orientations are updated as follows:

• Addition of an edge. This edge is not placed in the spanning tree. Let u and v be the two
extremities of the new edge e and let du and dv be their new respective degree. We set du,
respectively dv, as the port number of edge e at u, respectively v.
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• Addition of a leaf. The new edge e connecting the new node u to node v of the existing graph
is necessarily in the spanning tree. Let d be the degree of v and let p be the largest port
number at v corresponding to an edge in the spanning tree, before modification. If p = d,
then the port number of edge e at v is d + 1. Otherwise (p 6= d), the edge with port number
p + 1 has now the port number d + 1 and edge e has the port number p + 1 at v. Edge e is
assigned port number 1 at u.

• Removal of an edge. If the removed edge e does not belong to the spanning tree T , then let u

and v be its two extremities. We describe the modifications of the local orientation in node
u. The modifications in v are done similarly. Let i be the port number of e at u. Let d be
the degree of u before the removal of e. Finally, let e′ be the edge incident to u with port
number d. If e = e′ (i.e., i = d), then no port number is modified at u. If e 6= e′, then we set
i as the new port number of e′ at u.

If edge e belongs to the spanning tree T , then T without edge e is not connected. Since we
assume that the graph remains connected, there exists an edge e′ in the new graph connecting
the two parts of T . This edge e′ is added to the tree. Some port numbers have to be changed
so that the local orientation become compatible with the resulting spanning tree. We claim
that only a constant number of port numbers have to be modified at each node. At the
extremities of e and e′, the set of tree-edges incident to it changes. However, at most two
edges are concerned. Apart from this, the only modifications to do concern the choice of the
incident edge with port number 1. A switch between two port numbers is sufficient. Therefore,
at most a constant number of port numbers are modified at each node. An example is given
in Figure 2.

• Removal of a leaf. Let v be the node connected to the removed leaf u. Let i be the port
number at v of the edge leading to u. Let p be the largest port number at v of an edge in
T . Let d be the degree of v before the removal of e. Finally, let e′, resp. e′′, be the edge
incident to v with port number p, resp. d. Since edge e is in the tree T , we have i ≤ p ≤ d.
We modify the port number of e′, resp. e′′, if and only if i 6= p, resp. p 6= d. If i 6= p, then we
set i as the new port number of e′. If p 6= d, then we set p as the new port number of e′′.

In all cases, the other port numbers in the graph remain inchanged.
It may not be possible to avoid a linear number of modifications in the case of the removal of

a tree-edge. For example, consider a cycle C of odd length 2n + 1. To simplify the description,
let us give names from 1 to 2n + 1 to the nodes. For any node i ≤ n, resp. i > n, 1 is the port
number of the edge leading to node i+1, resp. i− 1. Thus the local orientation is compatible with
the path starting at node 1 and ending at node 2n + 1. Now assume that the edge {n, n + 1} is
removed. The port numbers at node n and n + 1 are set to 1 since they are now leaves. All edges
are necessarily in the spanning tree but the edge {2n + 1, 0} has both its port numbers equal to 2.
The local orientation is not tree-oriented. In fact, in a tree-oriented orientation, exactly one edge
e must have both its port numbers equal to 1. Moreover, for any node v, excluding the extremities
of e, the edge with port number 1 must point toward e, i.e., the edge must be in the path from v

to the closer extremity of e. Hence, the local orientation has to be modified in at least n nodes to
obtain a tree-oriented local orientation. ¤
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Figure 2: Removal of an edge belonging to the spanning tree.
Plain lines represent edges of the spanning tree. Bold numbers represent port numbers modified
by our algorithm to preserve the tree-oriented property.

4 Further Investigations

In this paper, we proved the upper bound 4n − 2 on the minimal period π(n) for periodic graph
exploration by a finite automaton. Since graphs are anonymous, using an extensive amount of
memory does not help much. Therefore finding the minimal period for machine with unbounded
memory may be very challenging.

Open problem. What is the mimimum period ψ(n) such that there exists an algorithm setting the
local orientations and a robot with unlimited memory such that the robot explores any graph of
size n within the period ψ(n)?

Finally, it remains open if the period 10n proved in [11] can be improved if the robot is restricted
to be oblivious.
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